City dedicates lighted arches on Promenade
Fund for Cape May helps project become a reality

The Blue Pig Tavern is proud to source fresh ingredients from Beach Plum Farm, our 62-acre farm based in West Cape May. Established in 2008, Beach Plum Farm grows over 100 kinds of fruits and vegetables as well as chickens, eggs, and Berkshire Hogs. To learn more about Beach Plum Farm, visit BeachPlumFarmCapeMay.com.

ABOUT OUR FARM
Croutons

VGLISH—Restoration of the interior and grounds of the Judge Nathaniel Foster House on Bayshore Road has inspired, causing concern to Lower Township’s Historic Preservation Commission (HPC).

At a July 5 Township Council meeting, HPC Chairwoman Terry Tall questioned why work is still ongoing. “They’ve been at it long enough that we wonder if there have been issues. If the architect really doesn’t see anything like it moving forward.”

A report was prepared by preservationist Joan Balsley, who was subcontracted by Michael Caffitali, the architect who prepared plans for interpretation of the interior of the Foster House.

“We’re willing to go in and start doing work inside,” Tall told. “The wall paper the last time I was there, there was peeling off the walls, the paint was peeling off the walls. On the inter
dior, the paint was peeling and they were beginning to rot. The Foster House is on the National Register of Historical Places and is one of the oldest buildings in Lower Township. The said, historic homes have been documented but we’ve not asking whether it could apply for state historic preservation grants through the New Jersey Historic Trust and to the county for Open Space grants for historic structures.

See Arch Pages, Page A3

Nature just patents light display
Lower Township began its Independence Day fireworks show 45 minutes early July 3. Mayor Frank Sippel said the Office of Emergency Management was monitoring the weather and decided to begin earlier because of a pending storm. Councilman Tim Connal said he was watching weather radar and it appeared the storm formed over Delaware or the bay and picked up speed. He noted the large carrying the fireworks would not have time to return to the dock, so it was safer to skip off the fireworks than have a boilad of explosives dents in a thunderstorm.

Lower HPC concerned over stalled work at Foster House

West Cape sets procedure for collecting cannabis tax

Orsted gets federal OK for offshore wind farm
Murphy grants tax break to keep manufacturing in Garden State

The U.S. Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) has selected the area that Ocean Wind 1anticipated previously predicted federal approval of the wind farm—off the coast of Atlantic and Cape May counties—would have been awarded. On Tuesday, the summer as work could begin on land because of this fall.

That approval came through on Wednesday, July 21.
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